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Data
Represen0ng Phenomena as Data
In the early 21st century, collec0on and analysis of data using computers has become central to
the func0oning of socie0es. The new ﬁeld called data science that includes classical sta0s0c and
newer methods to handle “big data” become very popular. Dozens of professional ﬁelds have
started to employ data scien0sts to extract value and generate predic0ons from their data. In
the academic world, new disciplines digital humani0es and computa0onal social science that
focus on computa0onal analysis of large social or cultural data emerged and grew quickly.
If we want to use computers to analyze some phenomenon or process, how do we start?
First, we need to represent this phenomenon or process in such a way that computers can act
on this representa0on. It includes numbers, categories, digi0zed texts, images, audio, and other
media types, records of human ac0vi0es, spa0al loca0ons, and connec0ons between elements
(i.e., network rela0ons). Only aOer that such a representa0on is constructed, we can use
computa0onal methods to analyze it.
Crea0ng such a representa0on involves making three crucial decisions:
1. What are the boundaries of this phenomenon?
For example, if we are interested in studying “contemporary socie0es,” how can we make this
manageable? Or, if we want to study the subject of “modern art,” how we will choose what to
include—0me periods, countries, ar0sts, artworks, publica0ons, exhibi0ons, or other
informa0on? In another example, let’s say that we are interested in contemporary “amateur
photography.” Shall we focus on studying par0cular photo enthusiast groups on Flickr, or shall
we collect large sample of images shared worldwide from Instagram, Facebook, Weibo, VK, and
other social networks and media sharing services—since everybody today with a mobile phone
with a built-in camera is automa0cally a photographer?
2. What are the objects we will represent?
For example, if we want to represent the phenomenon of modern art, we may include the
following data objects: ar0sts, artworks, correspondence between ar0sts, lists of their
exhibi0ons, reviews in art journals, passages in art books, auc0on prices, numbers of their
followers on social media. The entrance to 2012 Inven0ng Abstrac0on exhibi0on at MoMA (New
York) featured a large network visualiza0on showing connec0ons between 85 ar0sts in this

exhibi0on based on the number of le`ers they exchanged.1 In this representa0on, modern
abstract art was presented by a set of connec0ons between ar0sts, as opposed to other kind of
objects I listed above.
In “contemporary society” example, we can, for instance, construct a sample of people
chosen at random, their demographic and economic characteris0cs, their connec0ons to each
other, biological daily pa`erns as recorded by sensors they wear, and their social media (if they
give us permission). If we want to understand pa`erns of work in a hospital, we may use as our
data objects both people (doctors, nurses, pa0ents) and also medical procedures performed,
tests, forms, doctors’ notes, medical images produced, and so on. Data science uses a number
of equivalent terms to refer to data objects. These terms come from other ﬁelds that were using
data much earlier and which data science draws on. They are data points, records, items,
samples, measurements, independent variables, target variables. This is useful to know if you
want to read data analysis publica0ons, learn data skills using online tutorials, or try soOware.
3. What characteris0cs of each object we will include?
Characteris0cs of objects may be also referred as proper0es, a9ributes, metadata, or features.
humani0es ﬁelds, cultural heritage and library science, people refer to objects’ characteris0cs
that are already available in the data (because somebody already recorded them) and addi0onal
characteris0cs we have added via, for example, manual tagging as metadata. In social sciences,
the process of manually crea0ng descrip0ons of objects is called coding. In data science,
researchers use algorithms to automa0cally extract various sta0s0cs (i.e., summarized compact
descrip0ons) from the objects. These sta0s0cs are referred as features and this process is called
feature extrac0on.
Although it is logical to think of the three ques0ons above as three stages in the process
of crea0ng a structured representa0on that a computer can analyze—limi0ng the scope,
choosing objects, and choosing their characteris0cs—it is not necessary to proceed in this linear
order. At any point in the research, we can add new objects, new types of objects, and new
characteris0cs. Or we can ﬁnd that characteris0cs we wanted to use are not prac0cal to obtain,
so we have to abandon our original plan and limit analysis to characteris0cs we do have. In
short, the processes of crea0ng a data representa0on and analyzing this data oOen proceed in
parallel and drive each other.
Depending on our perspec0ve, we could assume that a phenomenon such as, for
example, “contemporary society,” objec0vely exists regardless of how we study it—i.e., what we
decide to use objects and their characteris0cs. Alterna0vely, we can assume that a
phenomenon is equal to a set of objects and their proper0es used in all diﬀerent qualita0ve and
quan0ta0ve studies, publica0ons and communica0on about it un0l now (books, ar0cles,
popular media, academic papers etc.). That is, a phenomenon is cons0tuted by its
representa0ons and the conversa0ons about it. This includes the created datasets, the research
ques0ons used in studies, and the results of the analysis of these datasets. Given that in the
Museum of Modern Art, “Network Diagram of the Ar0sts in Inven0ng Abstrac0on,
1910-1925” (2012), accessed August 8, 2016, h`p://www.moma.org/interac0ves/exhibi0ons/
2012/inven0ngabstrac0on/?page=connec0ons.
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academy research people typically start with already exis0ng research and either reﬁne it or add
new methods and ques0ons, this perspec0ve makes a good sense. So, Facebook phenomenon
as it is “deﬁned” in computer science and computa0onal social science is all published research
on it un0l now. My descrip0on of the three ques0ons above assumes the ﬁrst posi0on, but this
is done only for the convenience of explaining the steps in moving “from world to data.” The
ﬁrst perspec0ve maybe called empiricist, while the second is related to Foucault’s concept of
discourse where statements cons0tutes the objects of knowledge.
The ideas in Michel Foucault’s The Archeology of Knowledge published in 19692 are also
very relevant for computa0onal analysis of cultural phenomena in general. If sta0s0cs and
quan0ta0ve social science calls for us to seek unity and con0nuity in the data, Foucault’s
discourse concept allows for a diﬀerent perspec0ve where our collected data, i.e., statements in
Foucault’s terms, may contain contradic0ons, mul0ple posi0ons, and represent not a coherent
system but system in transi0on. Thus, if we ﬁnd correla0ons or pa`erns that describe only part
of the data, this does not mean that our method is weak. Instead, it is normal that an
ins0tu0on, or social or cultural process generates a large body of statements that may follow
diﬀerent logics and not correspond to each other. Also relevant is another of Foucault’s ideas:
that we should analyze discourse on the level of “things said,” as an archive of statements that
are related to each other rather than to something outside. For me, large samples of usergenerated content are such archives. So rather than always asking how user-generated content
(e.g., Instagram images shared by a group of people in a given area, their tags and descrip0ons)
does or does not reﬂect the urban, social, economic, and demographic dimensions outside, thus
trea0ng it as signs, it is equally produc0ve to instead consider this content as its own universe of
visual subjects, styles, texts and network rela0ons.

Data = Objects + Features
Together, a set of objects and their features cons0tutes the “data” (or “dataset”) that we can
work with using computers.
Most data representa0ons include some aspects of the phenomena and exclude others.
So, they are “biased.” And this is not a new development. Any two-dimensional map, for
example, represents some characteris0cs of a physical territory but does not show others. But a
map does not need to show everything. A map is not a pain0ng, a photograph or a 3D model—
it is diagram that presents only the informa0on we need to have and omits the rest. (While the
informa0on shown was ﬁxed in printed maps, in interac0ve contemporary maps we can select
what layers and details to show, to search for places, see accidents, get naviga0on instruc0ons
—so their u0lity as instruments is greatly increased, although visually they may use the same
conven0ons as older paper maps.)
In the case of quan0ta0ve studies that use data, their limita0ons can oOen be easily
corrected. For example, let’s say that we did a survey of social media usage in a par0cular area
Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith (London and New
York: Routledge, 2002). Original work published in 1969.
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by asking a random sample of people a series of ques0ons. (Pew Research center regularly
conducts such surveys in the U.S.) We can enlarge our data by carrying out more surveys in
other areas. We can also do a new survey and ask addi0onal ques0ons, and so on.
But the concept of data also depends on a basic and fundamental condi0on that cannot
be changed. Understanding this condi0on is really important. Before we can use a computer to
analyze a phenomenon, behavior, or ac0vity, they have to be represented as a ﬁnite set of
individual data objects that have ﬁnite number of features. For example, computa0onal analysis
of music typically starts with dividing music track into very small intervals such as 100ms and
measures sound characteris0cs of each sample. To use our previous examples of cultural data,
names of ar0sts and their works, passages in art books, or people in a survey are all examples of
individual data objects.
How is a data representa0on of some phenomenon or process diﬀerent from other
kinds of cultural representa0ons humans used un0l now, be they representa0onal pain0ngs,
literary narra0ves, historical accounts, or hand-drawn maps? First, a data representa0on is
modular, i.e., it consists of separate elements: objects and their features. Secondly, the features
are encoded in such a way that we calculate on them. This means that the features can take a
number of forms—integers, ﬂoa0ng point numbers, categories represented as integers or text
labels, spa0al coordinates, 0me unites, etc.—but not just any form. And only one format can be
used for each feature.
In other words, today “data” is not just any arbitrary collec0on of items exis0ng in some
medium such as paper. In a computa0onal environment, “data” is something a computer can
read, transform, and analyze. This imposes fundamental constraints on how we represent
anything.
What is chosen as objects, what features are chosen, and how these features are
encoded—these three decisions are equally important for represen0ng phenomena as data and,
consequently, making them computable, manageable, knowable and shareable though data
science techniques.
Prac0cally, objects and features can be organized in various ways, but the single most
common format is a table. An Excel or Google spreadsheet containing one worksheet is an
example of a table. A table can be also stored as a standard text ﬁle if we separate the cells by
some characters, such as tabs or commas (these are stored as .txt or .csv ﬁles, respec0vely).
Typically, each row represents one object, and each column represents one feature. A set of
objects with their features stored in a table-like format is the most frequently used
representa0on of data today, used in every professional ﬁeld, all natural and social sciences (and
now entering humani0es), NGOs, and governments. It is the way data society understands
phenomena and individuals, and acts on them.
In summary, while human socie0es have used data-like representa0ons for thousands of
years, the adop0on of digital computers have imposed a number of constraints on what counts
as data (or datasets) today. Datasets are not just any collec0ons of some informa0on, they are
objects structured in ways that allows them to exist within a computa0onal medium.

